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Auditing m Itie Public tntstss-

Independence of Auditors-General
Drivers for review - new pressures on
accountability in Australia, increasing pace of
reform
INTOSAI Principles of Independence
Research underway - surveying and rating
Australian audit legislation against best practice
Results of analysis - some directions for
attention in further reforms

First - what does independence mean for
public sector audit?

• 'Professional independence' - freedom from bias
• Freedom from direction by the Executive Government

Why independence? Aren't we there already?
• Independence of Australian Auditors-General is well-

advanced.
• Australia rates well on international rankings and surveys

(Global Integrity, OECD, INTOSAI Independence Working
Group)

But is it time for a review?

Mounting change across most of 1900s
• Audit legislation established in most jurisdictions around 1900
• Few substantive amendments or new legislation 1900 to 1960
• New legislation in many jurisdictions introduced in 1970s and 1980s e.g.

QLD Financial Administration and Audit Act 1977, SA Public Finance and Audit
Act 1987, WA Finance and Administration Act 1985

Now seeing wave of further reforms in early 2000s
• Tasmania, Queensland, Western Australia, Commonwealth and Victoria

audit legislation all under review in last three years

Also: reforms in other countries
• Other countries are looking to our public sector audit and accountability

models to guide reform, (e.g. Commonwealth Parliamentary Association)
• Are we are offering best practice?

3

ftliw pressures on a

1. Challenges to global and national financial
system and economic downturn

• Public sector agencies under increasing resource
pressure

—> 'Do more with less' may lead to increased risk of 'probity short
cuts'.

• Parliaments will require timely and comprehensive
reporting on the impact of financial downturns

—> Rely on their auditors to provide assurance

Driving increased demand fora robust independent
audit function

2. Increasing pace of change and innovation in
public sector places new demands on
accountab i l i ty f rameworks.

• Government-led focus on 'agile government' and
'innovation in public sector management'

- * may lead agencies to seek 'workarounds' for traditional
governance structures and accountability mechanisms

• Technology driven change challenges traditional
accountability modes

' e.g records management, face to face meetings and minutes,
signatures and correspondence
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3. Changes in government service delivery challenge
traditional democratic accountability mechanisms/
legislation

° Rise of outsourcing - 'contracting out' of services, risk-sharing
and alliancing models such as PPPs

• Particularly an issue for Victoria - 39% (value) of all PPP projects in
Australia (at Dec 2006)

• Devolving government - Increasingly legal entities are being
created 'outside' government —> access other revenue sources
and more flexible governance regimes

* e.g. statutory authorities reporting directly to Ministers, Board-led
'qangos', hybrid government/not for profit bodies, multi-owner
subsidiaries.

-> Erosion of Parliament's audit mandate

tip to thp sftaitenp?1

So... it is timely to review the extent and application
of independence in public sector audit

Towards this, VAGO has:
• Undertaken a preliminary survey of audit legislation of

Australian jurisdictions

• Tested application of 'factors' of independence - guided
by international best practice (INTOSAI)

• Rated each factor in each jurisdiction on a continuum of
'independence' or vulnerability to Executive influence

• Shared early results of this research with Australian
ACAG colleagues

Today-a preview of some of the key results...

INT0SAI principles .Gfih^#M$efi£g

1. The existence of an appropriate and effective constitutions I/statutory/legal
framework and of de facto application provisions of this frsmework.

2. The independence of SAI heads and members (of collegial institutions),
including security of tenure and legal immunity in the normal discharge of
their duties

3. A sufficiently broad mandate and full discretion, in the discharge of SAI
functions

Unrestricted access to information
The right and obligation to report on their work

6. The freedom to decide the content and timing of audit reports and to publish
and disseminate

7. The existence of effective follow-up mechanisms on SAI recommendations
8. Financial and managerial/administrative autonomy and the availability of

appropriate human, material, and monetary resources.

Moxicv Declaration of Independence, INTOSAI, 200,4
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Jurisdiction's legislation
received a score oul of to
a/on(j e continuum from

'vulnerable' to 'Independence
guaranteed In legislation'
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scorns lor indipindjnce W&&

Principle 1. Statutory independence
Largely, the independence, remuneration and
status of Auditors-General was enshrined in
separate legislation

Principle 5. Reporting Rights and Obligations
Ail Australian jurisdictions require Auditors-General
to report directly to Parliament, to publish reports
and to report at least once a year.

independence
Principle 6, Content, Timing & Publication of Roports
* All provided freedom for the Auditor-Genera! to decide the content and

timing of reports
* Some ranked slightly lower as reports must include aii agency

comment, with no discretion/editorial control from the Auditor-General,

Principle 2. Appointment and immunity provisions
' Most had little opportunity for Executive to influence the appointment,

removal and immunity from litigation of Auditors-General.
° Some opportunity for Executive Government to influence statutory

reviews of audit offices, or status, rank and remuneration levels of the
Auditor-General.

Principle 7. Follow -up Mechanisms
- INTOSAI rates more highly those jurisdictions where public sector audit

js resourced and mandated to undertake and report to Parliament. On
independent follow ups of recommendations.

Wellington, New Zealand 14-17 April 2009
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Principle 3. Mandate and discretion
To ensure a comprehensive independent audit function,
Auditor-Generals "should be empowered to audit the:

• use of public monies, resources, or assets, by a
recipient or beneficiary regardless of its legal nature;

• collection of revenues owed to the government orpubiic
entities;

• legality and regularity of government orpubiic entities'
accounts;

' quality of financial management and reporting; and
' economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of government or

public entities' operations."

INTOSAI

|y1ai|g|i!i H i sliigritto

Not all Australian jurisdictions currently hold an
"efficiency and effectiveness" mandate

° Some still provide 'in between' mandates, allowing audits of
performance and management systems without providing the •
mandate to audit performance itself.

Many limit the application of She audit mandate to entities
on the 'fringes' of government

• Partnerships, trusts, multi-owner subsidiaries etc

Few provide the capacity to audit all programs funded by
government to achieve government's purpose, including
grants.

Principle $. Mandate arid dlsiriticjit
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Access to premises
• Most jurisdictions had strong powers of access to documents and persons
• Only some enabled the Auditor-General to access information on premises

under control of public entities

• Access to premises was largely confined to departments.

Access to commercial information
• Only most recent legislation allows broader access to information to 'outer"

public sector entities and those delivering government programs or receiving
public funds.

• Restricted access to information deemed 'commercial in confidence' by
Executive Government or the third party providers.

-(•Parliamentary inquiries have shown that private providers are often less
sensitive to releasing information than their government managers

(WAlnc, NSWPAQ
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18

To ensure a comprehensive independent audit function,
Auditor-Generals should "have available necessary and
reasonable human, material, and monetary resources to
fulfil their mandate and the Executive should not control or
direct the access to these resources" (INTOSAI)

Three elements:
• Financial independence
• Staffing independence
• Organisational independence

Wellington, New Zealand 14-17 April 2009
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Financial independence

• Most require A-Gs to follow usual Westminster
appropriation process

• Government determine the budget through Cabinet.

• Some allow Parliamentary committees to have input or
make recommendations.

• Few fulfil standard that Parliament or Committee should be directly
responsible for ensuring that A-Gs have resources to fulfil their
mandate.

• Current issue for many Australian audit offices
• New auditing standards and rising labour costs have combined to

place mounting pressure on public sector audit budgets
• Several jurisdictions have mounted submissions for additional

budget through Cabinet processes.
18

Staffing and organisational independence

Many Australian A-G offices are created as a
Department of the public sector.

• Allows potential for Executive to influence or control the
number, classification and remuneration and other
conditions.

• Leaves open opportunities for intervention into
managerial or administrative matters e.g. through
compliance and review activity

—> Potential to be misused to constrain and/or frustrate the
activities of the Auditor-General.

Principle S.,, (Managerial aWKjffly
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Direitioils lor review

Applying INTOSAI Independence principles suggests that
many Australian jurisdictions could do more to safeguard the
independence of their Auditors-General through

• Strengthening the coverage and scope of the audit mandate
address erosion accompanying changes to service delivery models

• Strengthening access to information, particularly access to
premises and access to information in third party entities or
'peripheral' public entities.

• Strengthening the rote of the Parliament and its Committees in
ensuring access to financial resources and organisational
independence for offices supporting Auditors-General.

Positively, those jurisdictions performing the highest in
all areas are those with most recent legislation (Tas, WA)

Discussion?

More information
Des Pearson

des.pearson@audit.vic.gov.au

Wellington, New Zealand 14-17 April 2009
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Overview

• Independence of Auditors-General
• Drivers for review - new pressures on

accountability in Australia, increasing pace of
reform

• INTOSAI Principles of Independence
• Research underway - surveying and rating

Australian audit legislation against best practice
• Results of analysis - some directions for

attention in further reforms



independence

First - what does independence mean for
public sector audit?

• 'Professional independence' - freedom from bias
• Freedom from direction by the Executive Government

Why independence?- Aren't we there already?
• Independence of Australian Auditors-General is well-

advanced.
• Australia rates well on international rankings and surveys

(Global integrity, OECD, INTOSAI Independence Working
Group)

But is .it time for a review?



Increasing pace of legislative reform

Mounting change across most of 1900s
' • Audit legislation established in most jurisdictions around 1900

• Few substantive amendments or new legislation 1900 to 1960
• New legislation in many jurisdictions introduced in 1970s and 1980s e.g.

QLD Financial Administration and Audit Act 1977, SA Public Finance and Audit
Act 1987, WA Finance and Administration Act 1985

Now seeing wave of further reforms in early 2000s
• Tasmania, Queensland, Western Australia, Commonwealth and Victoria

audit legislation all under review in last three years

Also: reforms in other countries
• Other countries are looking to our public sector audit and accountability

models to guide reform, (e.g. Commonwealth Parliamentary Association)

• Are we are offering best practice?



New pressures on accountability

1. Challenges to global and national financial
system and economic downturn

• Public sector agencies under increasing resource
pressure

-»'Do more with less' may lead to increased risk of 'probity short
cuts'.

• Parliaments will require timely and comprehensive
reporting on the impact of financial downturns

—• Rely on their auditors to provide assurance

Driving increased demand for a robust independent
audit function



New pressures on accountability

2. Increasing pace of change and innowation in
public sector places new demands on
accountability frameworks.

• Government-led focus on 'agile government' and
Innovation in public sector management1

—> may lead agencies to seek 'workarounds' for traditional
governance structures and accountability mechanisms

• Technology driven change challenges traditional
accountability modes

• e.g records management, face to face meetings and minutes,
• signatures and correspondence



New pressures on accountability

3. Changes in government service deliwery challenge
traditional democratic accountability mechanisms/
legislation

Rise of outsourcing - 'contracting out' of services, risk-sharing
and alliancing-models such as PPPs

• Particularly an issue for Victoria - 39% (value) of all PPP projects in
Australia (at Dec 2006)

Dewolving government - Increasingly legal entities are being
created 'outside5 government —» access other revenue sources
and more flexible governance regimes

• e.g. statutory authorities reporting directly to Ministers, Board-led
'qangos3, hybrid government/not for profit bodies, multi-owner
subsidiaries. •

—• Erosion of Parliament's audit mandate



Independent audit: up to the challenge?

So.. Jt is timely to review the extent and application
of independence in public sector audit

Towards this, VAGO has:
• Undertaken a preliminary survey of audit legislation of

Australian jurisdictions
• Tested application of 'factors' of independence - guided

by international" best practice (INTOSAI)
• Rated each factor in each jurisdiction on a continuum of

'independence5 or vulnerability to Executive influence
• Shared early results of this research with Australian

ACAG colleagues

Today - a preview of some of the key results...



NTOSAI principles of independence VAGO

1. The existence of an appropriate and effective constitutionai/statutory/Iegal
framework and of de facto application provisions of this framework.

2. The independence of SAI heads and members (of collegia! institutions),
including security of tenure and legal immunity in the normal discharge of
their duties

3. A sufficiently broad mandate and full discretion, in the discharge of SAI
functions

4. Unrestricted access to information

5. The right and obligation to report on their work

6. The freedom to decide the content and timing of audit reports and to publish
and disseminate

7. The existence of effective follow-up mechanisms on SAI recommendations

8. Financial and managerial/administrative autonomy and the availability of
appropriate human, material, and monetary resources.

Mexico Declaration of Independence, INTOSAI, 20Q4



Independence Factors: a survey of
Austral ian leg islatio n

100 200 300 400 500 600 700

1-Statutory Framework

2-Appointnnent & Immunity

3-Mandate & Discretion

4-Access to Information

5-Reporting Rights and
Obligations

6-Content, Timing &
Publication of Reports

7-FoIIow-up Mechanisms

8-ManageriaI Autonomy &
Resourcing

For each factor, the
jurisdiction's legislation
received a score out of 10
along a continuum from

'vulnerable' to 'independence
guaranteed in legislation'

l iACTAG ISAUSAG ON SWAG u NTAG •QldAG mSAAG mTASAG '"VicAG «WAAQ
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High scores for independence VMJIO

Principle 1. Statutory independence
Largely, the independence, remuneration and
status of Auditors-General was enshrined in
separate legislation

Principle 5. Reporting Rights and Obligations
All Australian jurisdictions require Auditors-General
to report directly to Parliament, to publish reports
and to report at least once a year.

10



Good/moderate scores for
independence

VAGO

Principle 6. Content, Timing & Publication of Reports
• All provided freedom for the Auditor-General to decide the content and

timing of reports
• Some ranked slightly lower as reports must include'all agency

comment, with no discretion/editorial control from the Auditor-General.

Principle 2, Appointment and immunity provisions
• Most had little opportunity for Executive to influence the appointment,

removal and immunity from litigation of Auditors-General.
• Some opportunity for Executive Government to influence statutory

reviews of audit offices, or status, rank and remuneration levels of the
Auditor-General.

Principle 7. Foilow -up Mechanisms
• INTOSAI rates more highly those jurisdictions where public sector audit

is resourced and mandated to undertake and report to Parliament. On
independent follow ups of recommendations.

11



Areas for further investigation

Principle 3. Mandate and discretion
To ensure a comprehensive independent audit function,
Auditor-Generals "should be empowered to audit the:

• use of public monies, resources, or assets, by a
recipient or beneficiary regardless of its legal nature;

• collection of revenues owed to the government orpubiic
entities;

• legality and regularity of government or public entities'
accounts;

• quality of financial management and reporting; and
• economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of government or

public entities' operations."

INTOSAI
12



Principle 3. Mandate and discretion

Not all Australian jurisdictions currently hold an
"efficiency and effectiveness" mandate

• Some still provide In between' mandates, allowing audits of
performance and management systems without providing the
mandate to audit performance itself.

Many limit the application of the audit mandate to entities
on the 'fringes' of government

• Partnerships, trusts, multi-owner subsidiaries etc

Few provide the capacity to audit all programs funded by
government to achieve government's purpose, including
grants.

13



Principle 3. Mandate and discretion
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Principle 4. Access to information

Access to premises
• Most jurisdictions had strong powers of access to documents and persons
• Only some enabled the Auditor-Genera! to access information on premises

under control of public entities

• Access to premises was largely confined to departments.

Access to commercial information
• Only most recent legislation allows broader access to information to 'outer'

public sector entities and those delivering government programs or receiving
public funds.

• Restricted access to information deemed 'commercial in confidence' by
Executive Government or the third party providers.

^Parliamentary inquiries have shown that private providers are often less
sensitive to releasing information than their government managers

(WAInc, NSWPAC)
15



Principle 4. Access to information
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• Access to documents and information • Access to Persons oAccess to Premises "Confidentiality
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Principle 8, Managerial autonomy
and resourcing VAQO

To ensure a comprehensive independent audit function,
Auditor-Generals should "have available necessary and
reasonable human, material, and monetary resources to
fulfil their mandate and the Executive should not control or
direct the access to these resources" (INTOSAI)

Three elements:
• Financial independence
• Staffing independence
• Organisational independence

17



Principle 8. Managerial autonomy
and resourcing

Financial independence

• Most require A-Gs to follow usual Westminster
appropriation process

• Government determine the budget through Cabinet.

• Some allow Parliamentary committees to have input or
make recommendations.

• Few fulfil standard that Parliament or Committee should be directly
responsible for ensuring that A-Gs have resources to fulfil their
mandate.

• Current issue for many Australian audit offices
• New auditing standards and rising labour costs have combined to

place mounting pressure on public sector audit budgets
• Several jurisdictions have mounted submissions for additional

budget through Cabinet processes.
18



Principle 8. Managerial autonomy
and resourcing

Staffing and organisational independence

Many Australian A-G offices are created as a
Department of the public sector.

• Allows potential for Executive to influence or control the
number, classification and remuneration and other
conditions.

• Leaves open opportunities for intervention into
managerial or administrative matters e.g. through
compliance and review activity

—> Potential to be misused to constrain and/or frustrate the
activities of the Auditor-General.

19



Principle 8. Managerial autonomy
and resourcing VN3Q
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• Accountable Officer ' • Annual Report • Auditor of AG '• Drawing rights "Financial Autonomy • Office Autonomy "Staffing Autonomy
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Summary - Directions for review

Applying INTOSAI independence principles suggests that
many Australian jurisdictions could do more to safeguard the
independence of their Auditors-General through •

• Strengthening the coverage and scope of the audit mandate
address erosion accompanying changes to service delivery models

• Strengthening access to information, particularly access to
premises and access to information in third party entities or
'peripheral5 public entities.

• Strengthening the role of the Parliament and its Committees in
ensuring access to financial resources and organisational
independence for offices supporting Auditors-General.

Positively, those jyrisdictions performing the highest in
all areas are those with most recent legislation (Tas, WA)

21
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Balance of Risk and Reward in PPPs

Australasian Council of Public Accounts Committees
NeW Zealand
April 2009

Peter Achtensfiraat-Auditor-General, NSW
GlentiPpbie' - Auditor-General, Queensland
Jeremy Lonsdale - Director, National Audit Office, UK



PFP Privately Financed Project

PPP Private Public Partnership

PFI Private Finance Initiative

BOOT Build, Own, Operate, Transfer

DBFM Design, Build, Finance, Manage



Government
service delivery

Private Public
Partnerships Pr'waie service

delivery

Conventional
procurement

Traditional ..-
Design & construct
Design" construct &

maintain
Supply contracts -

Alliances"

Privately financed
projects

BOOT
BOT
BOO

DBF!!
Concessionfs)

Leasing

Outsourcing
Privatisation

Divestiture by
license



Economic PPPs'--foil.road

Social PPPs - Schools, Hospitals
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• New Schools 1 and 2
• Crbss City Jun neI
• WestlinkM7
• Lane Cove Tunnel
• Parramatta and Chatswood Transport

Interchanges
• Newcastle Mater Hospital
• Long Bay Prison and Forensic Hospitals
• RailCorp Rolling stock
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SPV builds road
for$1,000M

SPV P/L Account

Tolls
Less:

Financing Costs
Operating Costs

Total Cost
Profit

$200M p.a.

$ 35M p.a
$ 50M p.a

$ 85M p.a.
$115M p.a.



.NSW Treasury - RailCorp Rolling Stock Public Private Partnership - Summary of Contracts
¥MW.treasury.nsw.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_fHfJ-0014f3137/roUing.pdf

V J



a. Building Costs

b. Financing Costs

c. Operating Costs

d. Revenue Stream



• Site Risk
•"'''0esfgny^oris^Mction and Commissioning Risk
• S p o n s o r R i s k """ "••:"'..:-;••••• ~,^

• Financial Risk and Benefits
• Operating-Risk and the Payment.Mechanism
• Market Risk ;; , ./
• Network and'interface Fttik /

-Legislative and Government Policy Risk
Force Majeure Risk

Ownership Risk
Working with Government • Guidelines for Privately

T 3 V D1C1^ Financed Projects - December 2006

V j



What can go wrong?

and

Who pays for it?
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1. Cost overrun

2. Construction date blow out

3. Lack of revenue - low patronage

4. Maintenance cost overrun

5. Obsolescence

6. Unable to roll over finance

7. SPV in liquidation
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This depends

on the terms of each

particular contract



Building Costs
i. Government builds access roads etc

Financing Costs ^ ̂  • -./̂ - -...

- ii.'Birect Grant

iii Co-lender
iv Credit guarantee

O p e r a t i n g c o s t s ,-....-

•'••"' v C a p p e d ••-••'"'

Revenue Stream
vi Ensured revenue stream
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• Pre-contract summary

• Financial audit of relevant
government agencies

• Performance audits
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